
RemediationRemediation

These presentations has been created These presentations has been created 
to help acquaint you with Remediation to help acquaint you with Remediation 
Techniques.Techniques.

Each one explains a specific method Each one explains a specific method 
that may help you learn more quickly that may help you learn more quickly 
and easily.and easily.

The David ProgramThe David Program



What is Remediation?What is Remediation?



Remediation Remediation 
TechniquesTechniques……

Remediation is the process of framing Remediation is the process of framing 
material in different modalities to help material in different modalities to help 
the student with memory and the student with memory and 
understandingunderstanding……..



Remediation does not rely on other Remediation does not rely on other 
people or extended time.  It consists people or extended time.  It consists 
of aids used by the student to of aids used by the student to 
enhance the learning process.enhance the learning process.



What are modalities?What are modalities?



Modalities are ways of Modalities are ways of 
getting information.getting information.



We probably all use these We probably all use these 
techniquestechniques……

Very few people can use all modalities Very few people can use all modalities 
equally.equally.
Everyone will tell youEveryone will tell you……

–– II’’d rather watch a movie than read the d rather watch a movie than read the 
bookbook

oror
-- II’’d rather do it than read about itd rather do it than read about it

oror
-- II’’d rather see the directions firstd rather see the directions first



These are considered These are considered 
learning preferenceslearning preferences……..

However some people have SO much However some people have SO much 
difficulty with a specific modality that difficulty with a specific modality that 
it takes much longer for them to it takes much longer for them to 
understand material presented in that understand material presented in that 
way.way.
Consequently, they are diagnosed with Consequently, they are diagnosed with 
a disability.  a disability.  



Disabilities come in Disabilities come in 
various formsvarious forms

But the essential definition, the But the essential definition, the 
essence of the difficulty,essence of the difficulty,
Is the inability to understand material Is the inability to understand material 
Or to explain material in a specific Or to explain material in a specific 
modalitymodality



In order to be a In order to be a 
disabilitydisability……

The difficulty must create a functional The difficulty must create a functional 
limitationlimitation……....



In order to survive In order to survive 
educationally,educationally,

These individuals must use a specific These individuals must use a specific 
means of learningmeans of learning
Sometimes they have to change the Sometimes they have to change the 
format of the information format of the information 
This does not mean they cannot This does not mean they cannot 
understand the materialunderstand the material
It means that they do not digest the It means that they do not digest the 
material or cannot explain the material material or cannot explain the material 
in a specific modalityin a specific modality



At other timesAt other times……

The difficulty pertains to the SPEED The difficulty pertains to the SPEED 
the individual processes materialthe individual processes material
Processing speed most often affects Processing speed most often affects 
individuals with ADHD or with readingindividuals with ADHD or with reading
However, it can also affect individuals However, it can also affect individuals 
who have problems in math or writingwho have problems in math or writing



It meansIt means

They work slowlyThey work slowly……..



The following Power Point The following Power Point 
PresentationsPresentations

Are meant to help you understand Are meant to help you understand 
some techniques that can be used to some techniques that can be used to 
help.help.
These techniques are helpful for all These techniques are helpful for all 
students.students.



HoweverHowever
Some of the techniques are MANDITORY Some of the techniques are MANDITORY 

For students who have a learning For students who have a learning 
disability.disability.
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